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The fun started early this weekend. Steve Hill had booked a table for dinner and then invited folks
to join him; jolly sociable chap. We went to the Old Hand and Diamond, but they didn’t have a
booking for Hill. Paul Slade then remembered a Prescott conversation; should we be at The Windmill
perhaps. The relief of the barmaid’s face was telling. At the Windmill, we met Noor and Emma,
who joined our growing group, only to spot Peter and Kathy Owles visiting for a spot of spectating;
so, they joined in too. Meanwhile, back at camp, the motor home tribe (Beales and Stallards) were
attracted by the smell of the Withers’ BBQ meal.
As the guys start to roll into the early morning
sun of the paddock Jon Plowe returns with a
new throttle position sensor on the Fiat X1/9
turbo, and a detuned engine remapped for better
drivability; should be heaps better than the
disappointing electronics failure at Harewood.
However, Jon’s hesitation with lift off power back
on deadness continues and he resigned himself
to do P2 and T1, before calling it a day.
The Sat P1 leaders on handicap were:
1 Matt Rowe
2 Peter Taylor
3 Roger Fish

Jon Plowe

Our 64’ sharpest off the line was Rob Toon at 2.27s in the Morgan +8; due to the severe
burn out, pre-start. Sharpest off the track and on the grass at Fallow was John Pollard.

Rob Toon
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After Sat P2, the leaders on handicap were:
1 M Eady – 56.85
2 P Taylor – 57.06
3 C Glass – 57.33
4 S Lyle – 57.48
5 M Rowe – 57.71
In T1, on the grass at Fallow was the Red Baron
Phil Ludbrook and Matt Rowe, with Roger Fish
grass cutting and losing his splitter in Loggerheads.
The Honda S2000 twins were noticeably absent
from the leader board as a result.

Phil Ludbrook

Sat T1 handicap times and positions:
1 P Taylor – 56.06
2 S Lyle – 57.01
3 M Eady – 57.04
4 R Withers – 57.41
5 A Davies – 57.70
Matt Rowe

Richard Withers
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Alan Davies
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In T2, Steve Hill ran out of sequence having to return to paddock for jump start boost battery.
Matt Eady went off at Fallow trying to better his earlier effort. Successful improvements came from:
R Withers 0.23s; S Hill 0.58s; M Rowe 0.36s; M Cole 1.06s; duty scribe 0.36s; N Smith 0.83s.

Steve Lyle

Peter Taylor

After Sat T2 the positions and handicap times were:
1 P Taylor – 56.06
2 S Lyle – 57.01
3 M Eady – 57.04
4 R Withers – 57.20
5 S Hill – 57.25

ADDENDUM TO RESULTS
Whilst Peter Taylor and Steve Lyle are both great drivers, it was the conclusion of CM competition
secretary Steve Cox that the disparity in levels of technology (between the modern Porsche cars
and the less developed machinery running in Classic Marques Speed Challenge) was not accurately
reflected in the handicap loadings applied to the Porsches.
Steve explained “The handicapping of cars benefitting from so much technology is still “work in
progress” and falls outside of the simple “power, weight and tyres” algorithm that has worked so well
for Classic Marques over the last five years. Handicapping is normally reviewed annually at the end
of each season but in this case I felt I had to make a mid-season decision because the traction and
stability advantages were palpable. The modern Porsche cars are relatively heavy but the improved
traction derived from the electronics enables them to run List 1A tyres with confidence hence the
amazing performance for a relatively low algorithm. My apologies to Peter and Steve but, having
reviewed all results for the season to date I have applied a revised handicap loading to both cars.
I will review all the season’s results again in November prior to the regs going out for 2019.
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In conclusion I’d like to restate Classic Marques is an inclusive club for all sports cars but it is
recognised that motoring technology will continue to develop over time. More traditional sports car
clubs have dwindled in numbers as they have limited maintained their “classic” credentials and CM
will not do that. We will welcome cars with advanced technology even if it takes a couple of seasons of
data collation to accurately reflect the true capability of the cars. Handicapping of great, modern cars is
very difficult but the handicapping of great, modern cars driven by great drivers is the most difficult.

Steve Cox
Competition Secretary

Sat T2 after handicap revisions
1 P Taylor – 56.79
(Ran in different class)
2 M Eady – 57.04
(1st in CM class)
3 R Withers – 57.20
(2nd CM)
4 S Hill – 57.25
5 S Lyle – 57.31
Saturday FTD went to Graham Beale with 57.19s
The dash to 64’ goes to Jon Plowe with 2.21s
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Graham Beale
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Sun P1
Classic Marques had a different group gathered with 3 Triumph’s joining Nick Smith and the shared
TVR team of Richard Blacklee and James York; the Scimitars departed along with our failing X1/9
and others doing just the single day; they knew the sun was going to get hotter!

Nick Smith

James York

The P1 results revealed a few longer times than anticipated for a few, and on the grass at Fallow were:
Clive Glass in the Morgan with 2 wheels, and Steve Hill in the Lotus 7 who braked from the 25 yard
board and made it a long way onto the prairie/pampas depending on your allegiances. The 100 board
had folded in half and he’d not noticed its reduced profile – some excuse.

Clive Glass
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Steve Hill
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Sun P2
Performing at Fallow in P2 were the spinning Matt Eady in Ginetta G4, demonstrating the 180 toe
loop for a 5 and 6 from the judges, and at Museum the G33 of Graham Beale who hung the tail out
sufficiently to dramatically slow his progress. Steve Small in the TR7 v8 turned in a very long 90sec run
time so there must be a good story there.
Quickest to 64’ is shared by Rob Toon and Graham Beale with 2.28, pursued by John Brunner on 2.29s.

Matt Eady

Graham Beale

Sun T1
T1 saw many drivers over cooking it in some way.
Some at Fallow others at Fletcher’s Dellow before
Loggerheads. Candidates included: Rob Toon,
Steve Hill, Matt Rowe, Phil Ludbrook and Uncle Tom
Cobbly and all and Roger Fish added Museum to
his short list of failures. I last remember him going
off at Goodwood in 2017 so this was a rare
divergence from normal service for Roger; this
ignored him losing his splitter at Fletcher’s Dellow
yesterday! I had a triple tank slapper at Fallow (slap1)
being ok at winding lock on to correct and hold
the slide, but far to slow in unwinding said lock. I
next headed towards the Cedar tree (slap2), then
on towards the right-hand Armco (slap3) on the
crest and entry to Museum before I finally gathered
everything up and continued towards the finish; –
on the grass by the Armco is not recommended
for your blood pressure. On the return road Roger
Coote had gathered the marshals and drivers
together who applauded my arrival with shouts of
6 and 5.5 as I drew close. Very tongue in cheek I’m
sure. What a great group of guys.
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Steve Small

Roger Fish
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Emma Ali had started her w/e with a run of 88s and cracked a mid 79s on this Sunday T1 run.
Husband Noor had started on a 79s and produced a best high 73s on this run too. Well done both.

Emma Ali

T1 top group of 3 were followed, after a 0.8s
gap, by 5 others challenging hard; handicap
times were:
1 S Hill – 57.03
2 P Taylor – 57.15
3 M Eady – 57.55
4 G Beale – 58.36
5 C Glass – 58.44
6 G Stallard – 58.51
7 M Rowe – 58.61
8 A Davies – 58.64
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Noor Ali

Sun T2
The results of Pete Taylor’s T2 run came through
first as his car 57 was running in with the Loton
locals; he had gone slower so no repeat of
Saturday’s win. This left Steve Hill to ponder
whether to go faster, in case Matt Eady did and
defend his position or assume that Matt had no
more left.
T2 saw some outstanding driving with a few
PBs being recorded by Roger Fish and Steve
Hill. Steve posted a scratch time of 59.40 for his
run, bettering his previous best the day before
by 0.65s, and Matt 59.10s. Although Graham
Beale posted 57.70s for our FTD, the greater
improvement by others in our class move him
from 4th to 6th. Matt Eady moved to 2nd pushing
Pete Taylor into 3rd. Roger Fish leapt from 14th in
T1, after having tried to go around the outside of
Museum, to 4th and 3rd in Class with a 61.82 PB.
Alan Davies jumped from 8th to 5th with a good
run in his TVR Griff of 61.94s.
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FTD goes to Graham Beale in the Ginetta G33
with 57.04s
Handicap times for T2 were:
1 S Hill – 56.63
2 M Eady – 56.93
3 P Taylor – 57.15
4 R Fish – 57.78
5 A Davies – 57.78
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Fastest dash to 64’ for Sunday goes to Graham
Beale with 2.15s, seconded by Rob Toon on
2.19s. I think the new surface laid last year is now
gripping very well.
A great weekend was enjoyed by all in the very
hot shade of the paddock trees, and the banter
was at its usual high level of joviality. Well done to
all who competed, especially those who merited
Class podia finishes and it is hoped that all will
receive the correct trophy in due course.
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Charity News Update
The level of support for our “pence per points” scheme in support of Prostate Cancer UK has been
slowly increasing – thank you for the feedback to my periodic emails and thanks to the recent additions
to our scheme. Despite this we only have 15 competitors enrolled to date. This is a really worthy cause
and you can choose how you much you give - we’re lucky to be able to enjoy our racing and giving
something back to those who are in a less fortunate position than us is a powerful thing. You can still
join up by emailing us at stompinonspiders@btinternet.com.
In addition, I am offering you my support to help set up any personal or local schemes of your own.
For example, I just ran a sweepstake at work based on the outcome of Emma’s and my results at Loton
Park. It was good fun and used our JustGiving page which makes the money collection very easy! As
above, drop me a line and let’s have a chat about any ideas you have that you’d like to bring to fruition.
We are on holiday from 16th August to 1st September but will still deal with any CMSCC items while we
are away.

Noor Ali
Club Charity Champion
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Credits for this issue of Oily Rag:
Timekeepers
Saturday P1 + P2: Matt Rowe;
retired due to laptop death

Photographers
Saturday: Anthony Mitchell
Sunday: Stuart Santos-Wing

Saturday T1+: Phil Ludbrook
Oily Rag Scribe
Phil Ludbrook
Classic Marques Sports Car Club would like to thank
Toyo Tires UK for their continued and generous sponsorship in 2018

At the end of the season a set of Toyo tyres will be presented
to our championship winner by Alan Meaker from Toyo Tires UK.
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